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1. Association of Consulting Actuaries 

The Association was formed at a meeting on 12 November 1951 with 
24 Founder Members. Some 40 years later there are now over 700 

members drawn from 37 fi~ms of actuaries and consultants. A 
special dinner was held on 20 November 1991 to celebrate the 

Association's 40th Anniversary, to which past Chairmen were 
invited. 

Members advise close to 90 per cent of the country's 'top 500' 

pension funds with assets of over &220 million. There has also 
been a dramatic upsurge over the last few years in the role played 
by members in life and general insurance. 

It is interesting to note that the three largest employers of 
actuaries in the UK are now consulting actuarial firms. 

Members meet on average every two months throughout the year in 

St. Errnin's Hotel, London, to discuss topical matters. The 
Association conducts much of its in depth work through the 
workings of specialised Sub-Committees. The first Members' 
Conference was held in January 1991 when over 170 members 

considered a wide range of pensions issues in plenary and seminar 

sessions. A second conference was held in January 1992. 



Economic Background 

1991 was the fourth successive year of declining growth for the UK 
economy: the growth rate fell from 4.5% in 1987 to -2.4% in 1991. 

Towards the end of 1990, it was widely expected that the economy 

would recover in 1991 to double that year's growth rate of just 
under 1%. In the event, there was a large fall in investment, 
substantial destocking and a reduction of 1% in consumer 
expenditure (all in real terms). 

It had been expected that the economy would begin to show signs of 
emerging from the recession by mid 1991. However, there have been 

no indications of sustained recovery. Undue reliance has perhaps 
been placed on the results of surveys of business intentions and 

confidence, rather than hard economic evidence, as the basis for 

forecasts that the economy will grow by 1.5 - 2.0% in 1992. It 
should be noted that these figures are already the result of some 
scaling down and one or two forecasters with respectable track 
records are predicting growth in the region of -0.8% to 0.0% in 
1992. 

1991 was the first full year of the UK's membership of the ERM, 
which made some contribution to the reduction in inflation from 

9.3% in 1990 to around 4%; employee earnings growth fell less 
dramatically from 9.7% to around 8%. Estimated average weekly 
earnings at the end of 1991 are &300.00. By .contrast, 
unemployment rose over the year from 1.75m to 2.5m. Membership of 

the ERM is widely regarded as a factor operating to moderate wage 

and price rises and so further convergence towards prevailing 
European levels can be expected. However, the cost is likely to 

be even higher unemployment, if the French and Italian experience 

of the 1980's is a guide. 



As the UK is a member of the ERM, relatively little fluctuation 

can be expected against the other European currencies. Over the 

year, the dolIar appreciated against sterling by 3.2% the relevant 

rates being $1.93 and $1.87 at the end of the 1990 and 1991 

respectively. The yen rose by 12% against sterling, the 

corresponding rates being Y26 1.75 and Y233.75. 

The average UK pension fund is expected to have achieved a total 

return on its assets in 1991 of about 18%, an improvement on the 

figure of -10.5% for 1990. Most of the major equity and bond 

markets, both UK and Overseas, recorded returns in sterling terms 

of around 20% for the year. The best performing major category 

was Overseas Equities with 23.3%, within which the USA achieved 

the highest returns (35.1% in sterling terms and 31.6% in dollar 

terms despite the recession there). 

A feature of last year was the continued underperforrnance of the 

main UK equity market by UK Smaller Companies - 1991 was the third 

year in which the Hoare Govett Smaller Companies Index achieved a 

lower total return than the FT-A All Share Index, which is 

unprecedented. 

Considerations of economic growth are clearly relevant to asset 

markets. Under the most optimistic scenario, economic growth in 

the UK of 2% could be associated with corporate earnings growth of 

around 15%, which would provide real support for equities; 

combining this with declining gilt yields due to falling inflation 

and currency risk, UK equities could rise by upwards of 25%, 

especially in view of the prevailing low yield ratio (currently 

well below 2.0, considered the lower end of its normal trading 

range). More pessimistic scenarios obviously imply much lower 



growth in corporate earnings, in which case the main support for 

equities may come not from real factors but from the nominal 

factor of lower gilt yields. 

In 1991, quoted UK equity earnings fell by around 12%, whereas 

dividends rose by 8%. As a result, the average corporate payout 

ratio rose to nearly 70%, a 20-year high. Clearly, 1991's 
experience in this respect cannot be sustained indefinitely and 

provides and indication of the current risks attaching to 

equities. 

3. Social Insurance Benefits 

Benefits under the social security system can be divided into two 

groups - those paid from the National Insurance Fund and those 

paid out of general taxation. The National Insurance Fund is 

financed by National Insurance Contributions paid by Employers, 

employees and the self-employed. 

Appendix 1 shows the contributions required from April 1992 in 
respect of employed persons. No contributions are due in respect 

of employees earning less than f54 per week. Readers will note 
that there are two types of contribution - "contracted-in" and 

"contracted-out". This is a consequence of State pension 

provision. The present scheme consists of a basic flat rate 

pension together with an earnings-related component. It is 

possible to "contract-out" of the earnings related component by 

means of a personal pension or membership of an occupational 

pension scheme. In these circumstances National Insurance 

Contributions are reduced and the State only provides the basic 

pension. 



Appendix 2 shows the main benefits provided from the National 

Insurance Fund and the weekly rates payable from April 1992. The 

rules governing entitlement to benefit are very complex. 

The National Health Service is financed from general taxation and 

is basically "free". A significant number of the population do, 

however, take out private medical insurance. 

4. Pensions 

In 1991, UK pension consultancy issues which flowed from 

legislation related to two main topics. The first topic was the 

detailed implementation of the Social Security Act 1990. This 

implemented many of the recommendations made by the Occupational 

Pensions Board in their report on protecting pensions from the 

employee's point of view. 

Matters from the Social Security Act 1990 concerned the detailed 

review of the disclosure requirements to members, trade unions and 

beneficiaries from occupational pension schemes. The detailed 

final implementation of this review is expected early in 1992. 

The Government also consulted -on detailed regulations restricting 

self investment back in the employer from an occupational pension 

scheme. The intention is to limit self investment to 5% of scheme 

funds but the regulations under discussion give various run off 

periods for any existing self investment at the time of 

introduction. 

Another issue arising from the Social Security 1990 and the OPB 

report was the introduction of actuarial certification for a 

transfer of a member's pension rights between two occupational 

schemes without his consent. Such transfers often previously took 



place after a sale and purchase or transfer of part of a business. 

The legislation for the regulations were flawed and discussions 
/ 

were taking place to sort out this situation. 

The second main topic flowed from the 1990 judgement of the 

European Court of Justice in the case of Barber v. GRE. This 
overrode the previous legislation and accelerated the movement to 

equal treatment between the sexes in pension matters. However, 

the original judgement of the European Court left major gaps about 

the detail, the most important of which was the actual degree of 

retrospection involved in the judgement. 

The UK pensions industry lobbied to remove the danger of 

retrospection. This consisted of the industry talking to European 

Governments both UK and other and the Commission. Various test 

cases on the issues involved in the Barber judgement proceeded 

during the year to the European Court, consulting actuaries along 

with others in the pension industry in the UK commented on the 

implications of these cases to the UK Government. However, the 

Maastricht Conference of European Community governments agreed a 

protocol to be attached to the Treaty from Maastricht which could 

resolve the retrospection issue. The agreed protocol if ratified 

could limit retrospection and the Barber judgement would then 

require only equality in pension rights attributable to periods of 

employment from 17th May 1990. 

In the UK a major issue to be resolved in the equal treatment area 

is the equalisation of guaranteed minimum pensions under the UK 
contracting-out legislation contained in the Social Security 

Pensions Act 1975. So much of the occupational pensions 



legislation is inter- related that until GMPs are formally 

equalised in UK legislation, an employer cannot offer a pension 

scheme which provides the same benefits for the sexes without a 

considerable increase in cost or a scheme which is nigh on 

impossible to administer. 

Late in 1991 the industry received consultative documents from the 

Government Actuary regarding the review of the contracting-out 

terms which are due to take effect from 5th January 1993. The 

Government Actuary proposed minor changes to the actuarial terms 

of contracting- out. The net effect was that the rebate would 

fall further than was previously expected. 

In the autumn of 1991, further attention was drawn to the need to 

protect members' rights in occupational pension schemes which 

arose from difficulties in the pension schemes of Mirror Group 

Newspapers and Maxwell Communications Corporation. Even prior to 

those events there was an enquiry by the House of Commons Social 

Security Committee into the operation of pension funds. The 

outcome of that enquiry and events of the two previously mentioned 

companies is that it is quite likely that further legislation in 

this area will be proposed. 

In the last days of the business year the UK Government issued a 

consultative document on the equalisation of State pension ages. 

The document discussed the cost of various options without 

favouring a particular one. They are expecting comments back by 

June 1992. 



The Association through its Pensions Taxation Committee has also 

been actively engaged in a dialogue with the tax authorities. 

A major area of work has been the review of the drafting by the 

Inland Revenue of new Practice Notes on approval of occupational 

pension schemes and points of simplification which the Inland 

Revenue has introduced. We have been very fortunate in the 

goodwill shown by the Inland Revenue in achieving a dialogue and 

agreement in a number of areas with representatives of the 

pensions industry, including the ACA. 

Discussions have also been held with the Inland Revenue on the 

procedures and drafting of regulations dealing with refunds of 

excess "voluntary contributions". 

Presentations have been made to the Chancellor of the Exchequer 

for the 1991 Budget and the 1992 Budget and, although not yet 

effective in achieving changes in taxation, the proposals have 

been well publicised in the Press. 

Divorce is a major topic of public debate and the Association is 

preparing a response to a consultative paper issued by the Law 

Society Family Law Committee: The Association will also be 

represented on a working party on pensions and divorce which has 

been established by the Pensions Management Institute. 

The Association is actively involved in the investigation being 

carried out by the National Association of Pension Funds into 

investment performance measurement. 



Local Government superannuation 

One of the current main issues in the field of Local Government 

Superannuation is the effect on the superannuation funds of the 

trend towards privatisation of Local Government services. 

Privatisation can occur for example as a result of the setting up 

of a direct labour organisation, a management buyout or the 

takeover of a public service by a private sector employer. 

The Local Government Scheme is only required to have assets to the 

value 'of 75% of the liabilities. This "underfunding" together 

with the general rigidity of the Scheme is increasingly causing 

problems in the area of bulk transfers in respect of groups of 

staff. 

The Government have also made it clear that in future much tighter 

control will be exerted over the type of employers eligible to 

participate in the Local Government Schemes. Their aim is to 

ensure that as the privatisation program gathers pace, bodies 

moving into the private sector will not be allowed to use the 

Local Government Schemes to provide pension benefits for their 

employees. The main concern is that additional liabilities may be 

imposed on local tax payers if the private sector employers go 

into liquidation at a time when the funds are in deficit. It is 

expected that the exclusion will not apply to companies who, 

although in a sense privatised, are still owned or controlled by a 

Local Authority. 



6. Pensions Accounting Standard 

The Accounting Standard SSAP 24 has had a major effect on the 

treatment of pension costs in company accounts and was generally 

welcomed by the actuarial profession for its straightforward but 

flexible approach. In practice it has proved to be even more 

flexible than originally envisaged and enabled companies to 

achieve widely differing costs in similar circumstances. This has 

resulted not only from the scope to adopt different actuarial 

methods and assumptions for the cost calculations but also from 

the different transitional provisions, special treatments 

available and methods of amortising surplus/deficiency. 

The disclosures made by companies under SSAP 24 have also been 

variable and in many cases have not enabled readers of the 

accounts to form a proper opinion of the strength of the basis 

used to obtain the cost figures. 

As a result of the above factors, the accountancy profession has 

set up a working party to review the operation of SSAP 24 and to 

see whether any changes or additions should be made to its 

requirements. 

The introduction of SSAP 24 has ensured that there is greater 

contact between actuaries and auditors in respect of producing and 
verifymg pension costs in their clients' accounts. The 

accountancy profession has in fact issued a practice note on 

liaison between the two professions in these circumstances and 

this document was agreed with the actuarial profession. The 

document was, in fact, based on an earlier 'protocol' document 



agreed between the ACA and various leading accountancy firms. The 

employment of actuaries by the accountancy firms has led to some 

difficulties where the auditors have referred to these actuaries 

for independent advice on SSAP 24 costs produced for their 

clients by the regular actuary. 

During 1991 the actuarial profession issued a guidance note GN17 
on best practice for provision of pension costs and disclosures 

required under SSAP 24. The note was very specific about the 

circumstances in which different actuarial methods could be used 

to calculate pension costs, but not very specific on the actuarial 

assumptions (except to say that the actkry's "best estimate" 

should be prudent and be more likely to lead to surplus than 

deficiency). On disclosure, the note stated that the amount of 

disclosure should be consistent with that required for valuation 

reports and certificates produced under disclosure regulations and 

professional guidelines but did not firm up on the areas of SSAP 

24 which are non-specific. 

Europe 

The European Commission has issued a document "Completing the 

Internal Market for Private Retirement Pensions", which focuses 

principally on cross-border freedom of services for pension fund 

management, investment and membership. Whilst this sets the scene 

for the creation of Pan European Pension Schemes, significant 

obstacles lie in the way, particularly as a consequence of 

different tax and regulatory regimes throughout the European 

Community. 



The ultimate goal of the Single Market in insurance - both life 

and non life - is a single authorisation, based on home country 

control with mutual recognition of standards. Further directives 

have been issued making progress along this road. The same 

principle is being applied as regards the acceptance of 

professional qualifications Europe-wide. From February 1991, 
actuaries qualified in one country within the EC are permitted to 

practise without restriction in any other EC country, subject to 

certain practical requirements. However, under the recent Groupe 

Consultatif agreement, actuaries practising regularly in another 

country will be required to join that country's local 

association. 

Any EC actuary pursuing the profession in the UK will be required 

to comply with Institute and Faculty codes. of professional 

conduct, such as the requirement that work for which the actuary 

does not have the relevant current knowledge and experience 

(including that relating to legislative requirements or commercial 
practice) shall not be undertaken. This is clearly of major 

significance with respect to actuarial work connected with the 

statutory duties of the Appointed Actuary, OPB certifications and 

related activities. 

8. Life Assurance 

Rationalization of the UK insurance sector .has continued a pace in 

1990 and 1991 against a recessionary economic background that has 

resulted in difficult trading conditions for both life and general 

insurers. 



Many of the large non-insurance financial institutions such as 

banks and building societies have either acquired, merged with or 

established joint ventures with life assurance companies in order 

to capitalize on their existing clients and distribution channels 

in the selling of life assurance business. Many of these strategic 

moves are largely 

influenced by the requirements of the Financial Services Act which 

continues to place ever increasing requirements on both 

intermediaries and insurance companies in the field of disclosure 

to potential and existing clients. 

The corporate activity referred to above has continued to focus 

attention on the true value of life assurance business and during 

the period under review the insurance industry bodies and the 

accountants have proposed new methods for the reporting of life 

assurance company profits. The actuarial profession has. been 

heavily involved in discussions concerning the suitability of such 

proposals. 

The regulatory authorities have. put forward proposals for 

strengthening the position of the Appointed Actuary to UK life 
assurance companies. The professional bodies in the UK have 

agreed to work with the regulatory authorities in the 

establishment of a system of certification of Appointed Actuaries 

and in agreeing to elevate the guidance notes issued to Appointed 

Actuaries to statutory certification. These proposals are 

expected to be implemented during 1992. 



9. Non Life Insurance 

The actuarial profession continues to have greater involvement in 

the non-life insurance market in the UK. 

In 1990 Lloyd's issued regulations requiring actuarial 

certification in certain specific circumstances. This is seen by 

many as the beginnings of a much greater statutory role for 
actuaries in the field of general insurance. 

With. the continuing generally poor performance of general 

insurance in the UK, much greater attention is being given to a 

more statistical approach to premium rating and reserving which is 
providing increasing opportunities for consulting actuaries. 

10. Damages 

Tables were produced in 1984 by the Government Actuary, to assist 
the Courts in determining damage awards. In July 1991, the 

Scottish Court accepted the validity of these tables which can now 
be applied in Scottish cases without their having to be justified. 

Unfortunately, this is not yet the case in England. Work is 

presently proceeding on an addendum to the tables covering the 

determination of suitable deductions from a damages award for 

miscellaneous contingencies. 



11. Friendly Societies 

The main activity during 1991 was further consideration of draft 

legislation for the proposed Friendly Societies Bill. The 

Association's input has had a significant effect on the 

proposals. 

The Bill is expected to be introduced in January/February 1992, 

and to pass rapidly through all its stages. This is because the 

Bill is not politically controversial and commands the support of 

all parties. The main purposes of the proposed Bill are to enable 

Friendly Societies to incorporate and to undertake a wider range 

of activities, and to strengthen the supervision of all Friendly 

Societies. A Friendly Societies Commission will be established 

for these purposes, and will supersede the existing Registry of 

Friendly Societies. 

Incorporation will be voluntary for existing registered Friendly 

Societies, but compulsory for new Friendly Societies. Only 

incorporated Friendly Societies will be allowed to undertake the 

wider range of activities. All Friendly Societies transacting 

long-term business will need to be authorised, and to appoint an 

Actuary corresponding to the Appointed Actuary of a Life Assurance 

Company. 





APPENDIX 2 - MAIN SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS PAID FROM NATIONAL INSURANCE FUND 

Benefit Desaiption Weekly Rate from A p d  19Sn 

Basic Retirement 
Pension 

Widow's 
Payment 

Flat rate pension payable from age 65 (men) 
or 60 (women). 

Lump sum cash benefit payable to a married 
woman on her husband's death. 

Single person 
(own contributions) : £54.15 
Married women 
(husband's contributions) : £32.55 

with dependent children. 
allowance 

Widow's pension Paid to a widow if she is over 45 when her husband died £54.15 
or is over 45 when the widowed mother's allowance ceases. X54.15 

Statutory Paid by Employer to employee (ie not paid from Earnings £185.00 or more : £52.50 
sick pay (SSP) the National Insurance Fund). It is taxable. £54.00 - f 184.99 : £45.30 

Sickness Benefit Paid when there is no entitlement to SSP. Single person : f 41.20 
It is tax-Free. Adult dependant : f25.50 

Invalidity 
Benefit 

Payable after claiment has been drawing either SSP or Sickness Invalidity pension : £54.15 
Benefit for 28 weeks. Consists of an invalidity pension and Adult dependant : £32.55 
an age related invalidity allowance. r 

Child Payable in respect of invalidity, retirement Eldest Child : f 9.75 
Increases and widow's pensions. Each subsequent child : f 10.85 

Unemployment Payable for a maximum of 52 weeks. Single person : £43.10 
Adult dependant : £26.60 


